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This is for general information that the bidding document refened above for the work namely ,,Supply of 33kV isolator
without earth switch for augmentation of existlng 33kV bus conOuctor with Twin Zebra conductor at 22OkV EHV GSS,
AEGCL, Sarusajai'is amended to the following extent.

Existing clause:"Experience in works of a simitar nature and volume for each of the last three years, and details of

#:|]j*::-|ry:.:119!allv committed in AEGCL or any other Govt. entitytpsU *r,o ,.y be contacted for further
information on those contracts."

Modified clause:"Experience in any works in AEG_C-L or any other Govt. entity/pSU for the last three years, anddetails of works under way or contractually committed in AEGCL or" iny other Govt. .nlityftu who may be contacted forfurther information on those contracts.',

The abovementioned clauses have been relaxed considering the urgency of the work and for allowing more no. of bidder
participation.

Copy to :

1' The Chief General Manager-o&M, LAR, AEGCL, B]jylee Bhawan, Paltan Bazar, Guwahati-01 - For kind information,
? Il.lt 9lfB Y1Eq.r, LowerAssam T&T Zone, AEGCL, Nur.ngi, druwahati-26 - For kind information.3' The AGM-IT, AEGCL, Bijulee Bhawan, Paltan Bazar, Guwahati-di - For publication in RrCCl,s website. (Soft copy

enclosed).

4. Notice Board.

Deputy General Manager
Lower Assam T&T Circle,

AEGCL, Narengi, Guwahati-26

\n\
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Deputv Generit"l Manager

Existing clause:"Must have executed similar type of works in AEGCL or any other Govt entity/psU".
Modified clause:"Must have executed works in AEGCL, Govt. entity/psU',.
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_- Oio the Deputy General M
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